Abstract-The observation of a class of multi-input multioutput (MIMO) state affine systems with constant unknown parameters and discrete time output measurements is addressed. Assuming some persistent excitation conditions to hold and the sampling steps to satisfy some boundedness hypotheses, system observability is ensured and a class of global exponential observers is synthesized.
I. INTRODUCTION
The synthesis of observers for continuous-time systems with sampled measurements has received much attention over the past decade. This interest is motivated by the fact that in many physical problems from various domains such as chemical, biological or hydraulic engineering, system measurements are only available at some sampling times, see for example [2] , [18] , [12] , [11] . Thus, an alternative to discrete-time observation is the use of observers that have both continuous-and discrete-time dynamics. The sampled system measures imply some additional difficulties for the observation compared with the case where the outputs are continuously known. Indeed, despite the fact that continuous observation methods have to be adapted to the periodic availability of the output, the system observability also depends on the sampling times. For obvious reasons, if the time interval between two output measures is too large, the system may lose its observability, as shown in [18] . Furthermore, considering nonlinear systems with inputs, it is well known that there may exist inputs which make the system unobservable. Thus, the notion of universal input has been introduced to denote the class of inputs which make considered system observable. This class of inputs, called regularly persistent inputs, has been characterized for some classes of state affine systems in [6] , [7] , [10] . Existing continuous-discrete time observers are mostly based on extended Kalman filter techniques. In [9] , a class of global exponential observers has been synthesized for multiinput single-output nonlinear systems put into a canonical form. The principle is to decomposed the observation in two steps: one, called prediction step, between sampling times, that consists of 'copying' the dynamics of the system with no correction term and updating the dynamical observation gain, and another one, at the sampling times, where the error between the system and the observer output is used to correct the estimate state trajectory. Deriving some conditions on the sampling times through the observer stability analysis, the exponential convergence is then ensured. The work of [9] has then been extended to other classes of systems. Thus, in [17] , observers for a MIMO class of state affine systems where the dynamical matrix depends on the input, have been designed when the inputs are regularly persistent. In [2] , a similar method has been used for a larger class of systems and applied to the observation of emulsion copolymerization process. The observation of a class of systems with output injection has been treated in [18] . Recently, in [12] , a high gain continuous-discrete observer has been developed but using a constant observation gain. On the other hand, it appears that for a number of physical processes some parameters may not be known, that makes existing results on continuous-discrete time observers nonapplicable. In this paper, the observation of the class of systems studied in [17] is extended to the adaptive case. Early developments of adaptive observers were made in [13] , [14] for linear systems. Adaptive observation of nonlinear systems have been investigated using different techniques that basically rely on linear adaptive algorithms, through coordinate change or output injection for instance, see references [4] , [5] , [8] , [16] , [20] . In [19] , a unified interpretation of the latter references has been proposed that emphasizes their characteristics. In this study, the approach developed in [20] on extended Kalman filters for a class of MIMO linear timevariant, is adapted to the sampled measures problem. This approach will be very probably useful for the observation of chemical reactors for instance, like in [2] , [3] . Applications to such processes will be addressed in future work. After having defined the class of systems considered and recalled the main objective, a class of adaptive continuousdiscrete observers is designed. Assuming some persistent excitation conditions and some hypotheses on the system output sampling times to hold, the global exponential stability of the observation error is proved. Finally, a simulation example is performed which illustrates the design procedure.
II. NOMENCLATURE
First some mathematical notation is introduced. Let
and defined the Euclidean norm · . For p, q, n, m ∈ N, R p×q represents the set of real matrices of order p × q and I p ∈ R p×p denotes the identity matrix of order p × p. If X ⊂ R p×q and Y ⊂ R n×m , C(X , Y) denotes the space of all continuous functions mapping X → Y. If P ∈ R p×p , P > 0 means that P is positive definite and, for Q ∈ R p×p , the statement P > Q denotes that P − Q is positive WePI19. 20 1-4244-1498-9/07/$25.00 ©2007 IEEE.
definite. The notation P , for P ∈ R p×q , represents the L 2 -norm of P . For A : R → R p×q and t ∈ R, the notation A(t − ) denotes the left limit of A at instant t, if it exists. In all this study, the initial time is called t 0 ∈ R + 0 .
III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
The following class of systems is considered, for t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ), k ≥ 0,
where
are known, with n, m, p, l ∈ N. The notation (t k ) k≥0 represents an increasing sequence such that lim k→∞ t k = ∞ that models the sampling times. The maximum sampling step is denoted
Note that the class of systems (1) contains systems of the form, for k ≥ 0,
since the dependence on u can be considered like a time dependence.
The main objective of this paper is to synthesize an observer for system (1) that guarantees the global and exponential convergence of the observation error.
IV. OBSERVER DESIGN AND STABILITY STUDY
The following continuous-discrete observer is proposed.
for t = t k+1 ,
with,
where µ, ǫ ∈ R + and ρ ∈ [1, ∞) are some design parameters.
Remarks. The existence of the inverse of matrix S will be ensured in the following.
The variablesx andθ respectively denote the estimates of the state, x, and the unknown vector parameter θ. The matrix S is usually called the observation gain. The usefulness of the matrix λ will be revealed in the further stability analysis. Observer (3a-c)-(4a-d) relies on the same principle that the continuous-discrete observer in [9] . As explained in Section I, the observation structure is composed of a continuous part between two sampling times, (3a-c), and of a discrete part, (4a-d) , that, loosely speaking, reinitializes the observer variables at each sampling time. The continuous part (3a-c), called estimator or predictor, is a simple copy of the system dynamics with a fixed parameter estimate while the observation gain S and the adaptation variable λ are computed in continuous-time.
Remarks. If the parameter vector θ is equal to zero, system (3a-c)-(4a-d) has the same form than in [17] . The dynamical equation satisfied by the observation error, e = x −x, is, in view of (1), (3a-c) and (4a-d), for k ≥ 0:
(5b) The following persistent excitation condition is assumed to hold for system (1) in order to guarantee the identifiability of vector θ.
Hypothesis 1 (H1):
Let λ(·) ∈ R n×s be the matrix solution of the impulsive ordinary differential equation (3c)-(4c). The matrix φ(·) is persistently excited so that there exist k 1 ∈ N, δ > 0 and Σ(·) ∈ C([t 0 , ∞), R p×p ) a timedependant bounded symmetric positive definite matrix, such that, for all k ≥ 0,
Before stating the main theorem, some preliminary definition and results are required.
Definition 4.1:
Consider system, for t ∈ [t 0 , ∞):
and the transition matrix Ψ u (·, t 0 ) associated to system (7), such that Ψ u (t 0 , t 0 ) = I n , the input u is said to be regularly persistent if there exist t 1 , t 2 ∈ [t 0 , ∞), α ∈ R + , such that, for all t ≥ t 2 ,
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where ξ = 2 sup t≥t0 A(u(t)) , for all S(t 0 ) symmetric positive definite, there exist constants β 1 (τ ), β 2 (τ ) ∈ R + such that, for t ∈ [t 0 , ∞),
The proof of Proposition 4.1 can be found in [17] . (b) Note that the assumption for the input to be regularly persistent implies its boundedness, so ξ is well defined. 
Lemma 4.1:
Suppose the following system to be globally exponentially stable,
and let u(·) be bounded and integrable that vanishes exponentially fast, then, the system
Remarks. This lemma is a straight extension of Lemma III.1, in [15] , for discrete-time systems.
Theorem 4.1:
Assuming condition of H1 to hold, the input to be regularly persistent and suppose that τ satisfies the inequality (8) with µ ≥μ, and the following one
then system (3a-c)-(4a-d) is a global exponential adaptive observer for system (1).
Remarks. Contrary to condition (6), which is necessary in order to identify θ, the regularly persistent input condition guarantees the observability of the system dynamics (7), thus, the system does not lose its observability for certain inputs. Both conditions are necessary in order to ensure the global convergence of the proposed observer.
Proof. Like in [20] , the variable η is introduced as η(t) = e(t) − λ(t)θ(t), whereθ(t) = θ −θ(t), for t ≥ t 0 . Firstly, the global exponential convergence of η to zero, along the solutions of dynamical equations deduced from (5a-b) and (4b), is proved. Then, invoking Lemma 4.1, the exponential stability of the error e is deduced. The Lyapunov function used for the stability analysis is defined as, for t ≥ t 0 :
Note that, according to Proposition 4.1, the symmetric matrix S is positive definite, therefore, V is well defined as a Lyapunov function. Let k ≥ 0.
1. Let t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ). The variable η satisfies the following dynamical equation, in view of (5a) and because, here,θ = 0:
Thus, according to (3c),
Consequently, differentiating the Lyapunov function along the solutions of (10),
The integration of the equation (11) over [t k , t] gives:
and so,
2. Consider now t = t k+1 , it can be shown that, in view of (5b),
Remarking thatθ(t − k+1 ) =θ(t k ) and using (4b-c),
According to (4d),
). Invoking Proposition 4.1, the following inequality holds.
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Consequently, according to (12) and (16), for all t ≥ t 0 ,
and the exponential stability of η = 0 for system (10)- (14) is proved.
The variableθ satisfies the following equations:
Thus,θ
Attention is now focused on the homogenous part of (17) , which is typical of the normalized least mean square algorithm:θ
Assuming the persistent excitation condition of H1 to hold, θ = 0 is globally exponentially stable for system (18) , according to Theorem 2.8 in [1] . The non-homogenous part of equation (17) vanishes exponentially fast, because of the exponential convergence of η to 0 and the boundedness of ∆. Therefore, applying Lemma 4.1,θ = 0 is globally exponentially stable for system (17) .
Writing the observation error as e = η + λθ, the exponential convergence of e to 0, along the solutions of (5a-b), can be deduced from the exponential convergences ofθ and η and the boundedness of λ.
The above stability analysis gives some clues about how to choose the design parameters ǫ, ρ, µ. Parameter µ acts directly on the convergence speed of the observation error, so it can be used to accelerate it. Nevertheless, for obvious reasons, the faster the convergence is required to be, the smaller τ will be. On the other hand, the convergence ofθ to 0 can be modify depending on the value assigned to ǫ. Concerning ρ, a quick analysis could conclude that ρ = 1 maximises the upper bound of the sampling steps τ m , but, as for µ, parameter β 1 also depends on ρ. Consequently, ρ has to be chosen with respect to the required system performances.
Remarks. To summarize, the maximum sampling steps has to satisfy the two conditions (6) and (9) . The difficulty for estimating an upper bound of τ relies on the fact that the upper bound in (9) depends on τ , thus, in simulation or practice, a trial stage is necessary in order to check if the proposed sampling steps satisfy the restrictions given by the theory.
V. ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE
For illustrative purposes, consider a second-order system modelled by, for k ≥ 0 and t ∈ [t k , t k+1 ),
, θ is unknown and u(t) = 5(sin(2t) + cos(20t)). The sampling step is chosen constant at τ = 0.007. An observer of the form (3a-c)-(4a-d) is designed for system (19) . The design parameters have been fixed at ρ = 1, ǫ = 2, µ = 5. The parameter Σ is chosen to be equal to 10. Conditions (8)- (9) being satisfied, and the input being persistently excited, Theorem 4.1 guarantees the exponential convergence of the synthesized observer. The initial conditions are x(0) = [1, 1] T ,x(0) = [0, 0] T ,θ(0) = 5 and θ = 2. Figure 1 shows that the estimate of the non-measured state, x 2 , converges to the real states. The parameter estimation convergence is also achieved as illustrated in Figure 2 . 
VI. CONCLUSIONS
The adaptive observation of a class of continuous MIMO systems with sampled measurements has been realised. Assuming the input acting on the system to satisfy some persistent excitation conditions and the sampling steps to respect given bounds, a class of global exponential observers has been developed. In future work, this observation structure will be applied to chemical processes like continuous stirred tank reactors, see in [3] , or emulsion polymerization reactor, under additional hypotheses, see in [2] . The extension of this work to a larger class of nonlinear systems, with output injection notably, is also under investigation.
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